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Introduction
Center Parcs appointed Holder Mathias to assist in their development
programme to update and enhance the swimming pool facilities at their existing
holiday villages. These were to be elevated to the high standard set by the
design of the facilities at Woburn in terms of rides, attractions and facilities.
Holder Mathias have a strategic understanding of wet-leisure operations
which led to rapid development of viable concepts that integrate with Center
Parcs’ requirements, delivered with a conceptual design ability able to generate
stunning solutions.
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The Development
The development was delivered in two phases, consisting of:

■■

A new high-adrenaline water ride named the ‘Topical Cyclone’, a Proslide product
that is the first of its kind in the UK, demonstrating Center Parcs’ commitment to
remaining at the forefront of the leisure market

■■

A Lagoon Pool modelled on a central American ‘Cenote’ cave pool, with extensive
theming, rockwork and lighting effects, formed partially inside the existing dome
structure and partially within an existing outdoor salt pool

■■

’Venture Cove’, a brand-new family water playground attraction, toddlers
swimming pool and slides, relaxation areas and redeveloped WC facilities,
developed partially in retained and remodelled existing buildings, new-build
extensions and plant rooms within an existing service area

Challenges
As Center Parcs operate their facilities all year with no downtime and near total
occupancy, it was a critical element of the conceptual design thinking that both phases
of the project were constructed without interference to the operation of the facility
- The initial sketch proposals for the development considered this critical factor from
the outset.
In contrast to this, both phases of the development were to appear seamlessly
connected to the existing swimming pool building upon completion, requiring
innovative and carefully-considered designs, construction and management of the
project.
Similarly, the physical challenges of working on a live occupied facility are reflected in
the aspect of business protection, the approach and consideration of Holder Mathias
and the project team allowing Center Parcs to manage and control the release of
information regarding the new developments.
Process
Holder Mathias worked closely in collaboration with SDC Construction, Edmond
Shipway and the design team consultants to develop solutions to highly complex
engineering challenges within the live operational existing buildings. Elements of
structure, basements, buried services and foundations were retained, partially
removed or remodelled to create functional and practical solutions to deliver the
project vision. A collaborative can-do approach fostered between Holder Mathias
and ride and attraction specialists Water Technology Inc. delivered the water ride
attractions - the first in a series of successful collaborations together in leading wet
leisure projects.
With the main contractor SDC, Holder Mathias provided hands-on proactive support
which the practice is able to deliver through its commitment to excellence in delivering
complex buildings.
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Outcomes
Both phases of the development programme were delivered on time and on budget,
with a rejuvenated sub-tropical swimming paradise offer to enable Center Parcs’
holiday village at Elveden to continue to compete as a top destination in the UK Leisure
market.
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